A demonstration of endogenous modulation of unilateral spatial neglect: the impact of apparent time-pressure on spatial bias.
Unilateral neglect, a lack of awareness for one side of space, is a common and debilitating consequence of stroke. Previous work has identified a relationship between enduring left neglect and diminished general alertness and shown that increasing alertness can temporarily reduce the severity of the spatial bias. In that research, alertness was modulated by loud tones or with pharmacological stimulants. Here we examine whether cognitive, endogenously driven changes can produce similar short-term improvements. Time-pressure is associated with increased subjective arousal and increased activation in cortical regions associated with alertness. Here five patients completed a spatial cancellation task with and without instructions regarding a time limit. Significant reductions in neglect severity were observed when patients believed that they were acting under time-pressure, despite the conditions being equivalent in the actual (unlimited) time available. Functional imaging work has highlighted the secondary effects that damage to networks mediating alertness can have on structurally intact spatial systems. The results here suggest that activation of presumably spared function in these damaged networks can induce moment-by-moment changes in spatial function and, crucially, that this can be achieved using entirely endogenous means.